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IDS – Italian Doc Screenings, XIV Edizione Industry, primo mercato
internazionale del documentario italiano ideato e prodotto da
DOC/IT si conferma ancora una volta appuntamento irrinunciabile
per progetti che mirano a intercettare possibilità co-produttive
significative grazie a una platea di commissioning editors, produttori
e distributori internazionali. La XIV edizione, che si realizzerà online,
ha ricevuto anche quest’anno il sostegno del MiBACT, di Apulia Film
Commission e della Regione Puglia. Siamo grati alle Istituzioni che, con
continuità, rafforzano la loro fiducia nell’obiettivo comune: la crescita
e la diffusione internazionale del documentario. In un momento di
cambiamenti radicali del mercato audiovisivo internazionale il claim
dell’edizione di quest’anno recita in modo sfidante: Do the Right
Move e pone il focus su due realtà produttive molto diverse tra loro:
la Danimarca e il Mediterraneo, siglando collaborazioni prestigiose
con CPH:DOX, MedFilm Festival e MEDIMED. È proprio in quest’ottica
internazionale che DOC/IT rafforza la collaborazione con CNA Cinema
e Audiovisivo proponendo una riflessione condivisa con Broadcaster
e OTT per favorire la crescita dell’Audiovisivo italiano in Europa. IDS
- Industry dunque anche quest’anno, insieme a IDS Academy e a IDS
Academy-Series, costruisce un percorso virtuoso che lega autori e
produttori e che consente – quanto di più complesso oggi - a progetti
forti, originali e coraggiosi di svilupparsi, crescere e diventare reali.
Lunga vita a IDS!

IDS – Italian Doc Screenings, now at its XIV edition as IDS Industry, the
first international market dedicated to the Italian documentary industry
created and produced by Doc/it, once again proves to be a fundamental
event for projects to get significant opportunities for co-production,
thanks to the presence of an audience of commissioning editors,
producers and international distributors. The XIV edition, which will take
place online, has once again received the support of MiBACT, the Apulia
Film Commission Foundation and the Puglia Region. We are grateful to the
Institutions that consistently confirm their trust in our common goal: the
improvement and international distribution of documentary works.
In a moment of radical changes in the international audiovisual market,
this edition’s claim is to be read as a challenge to Do the Right Move,
focusing on two very different production realities: Denmark and the
Mediterranean area, establishing prestigious collaborations with CPH:
DOX, MedFilm Festival and MEDIMED. It is precisely in this international
perspective that Doc/it keeps strengthening its collaboration with
CNA Cinema e Audiovisivo by suggesting a shared reflection with
broadcasters and OTTs to encourage the growth of the Italian audiovisual
industry in Europe. Therefore, this year IDS - Industry, together with IDS
Academy and IDS Academy-Series, also wants to build a virtuous path
that brings together authors and producers and that allows - an even
more complex task today - for strong, original and courageous projects
to be developed, to grow and become real.
Long live IDS!
Claudia Pampinella
Doc/it President
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IDS Industry giunge alla sua 14ma edizione.
Per il terzo anno saremo a Bari, ospiti di Apulia Film Commission, dove
grazie a questa collaborazione nasce il premio in denaro IDS - Apulia
Film Commission, assegnato a un progetto in sviluppo: “Early Money Is
Like Yeast”, come recitano le regole del fundraising. Bari, crocevia del
Mediterraneo, è da sempre una città di grandi scambi di cultura e civiltà,
grazie all’attività di AFC ne ritroviamo la vocazione di laboratorio culturale
e produttivo. Anche se le circostanze di emergenza sanitaria ci costringono
a un’edizione on line, siamo certi che IDS Industry saprà essere un momento
di scambio vivace e proficuo. Una vetrina in cui la creatività italiana troverà
riscontri internazionali, permettendoci di fare il punto sui cambiamenti in
atto nel mercato. Il claim di quest’anno è Do the Right Move: in un momento
in cui, a fronte della grande richiesta di prodotto, si stanno verificando
importanti mutazioni negli assetti di distribuzione, più che mai è vitale,
per la produzione indipendente, fare la mossa giusta, per trovare il giusto
spazio nei nuovi scenari con rinnovata solidità. Il nostro lavoro è basato
sulla qualità delle relazioni, quindi abbiamo portato la nostra attenzione
sulle modalità di co-produzione per i progetti selezionati e per tutti coloro
che parteciperanno. Conosciamo i nostri pari: apriamoci a chi, come noi,
porta avanti i propri progetti con entusiasmo e caparbietà, cercando
collaborazioni nazionali ed internazionali che li rendano più solidi e capaci
di affrontare il mercato. IDS Industry 20/21 invita tutti a riflettere sulle
possibili opportunità, anche scardinando le vecchie regole del gioco.

IDS Industry is now at its 14th edition.
For the third consecutive year we will be guests of the Apulia Film
Commission Foundation in Bari, where, thanks to this collaboration, the
IDS - Apulia Film Commission Prize, awarded in cash, was created for
projects in development: “Early Money Is Like Yeast”, as for the rules
of fundraising. Sitting at the crossroads of the Mediterranean, Bari has
always been a city of great cultural and inter-civilizational exchanges,
and, thanks to the activity of the AFC Foundation, we are also able
to explore its vocation as a cultural and production laboratory. Even
if the current circumstances of medical emergency forced us to hold
this year’s edition of IDS Industry online, we are sure that it will be a
lively and profitable moment of exchange. A showcase where Italian
creativity will receive feedback at an international level, allowing us to
better understand the changes currently taking place in the market.
This year’s claim is Do the Right Move: at a time when, in the face
of the great demand for the product, important changes are taking
place in the distribution structure, it is now more than ever vital for
independent producers to Do the Right Move, and to find their place
in the new scenarios, with renewed solidity. Our work is based on the
quality of the relationships we build, so we have focused our attention
on co-production methods, for the selected projects and for all those
who will participate in the event. Let’s get to know our colleagues: let’s
open up to those like us, who pursue their project with enthusiasm and
stubbornness, looking for national and international collaborations to
strengthen their projects, enabling them to enter the market. IDS Industry
20/21 invites everyone to reflect on the available opportunities, even if it
requires us to dismantle the old rules of the game.
Stefania Casini and Agnese Fontana, IDS Industry Directors
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La nostra storia dimostra quanto ci stia a cuore il cinema del reale. Facciamo
un piccolo/grande festival dedicato esclusivamente a questo; abbiamo
sostenuto o, addirittura, prodotto direttamente alcuni dei documentari
italiani più premiati degli ultimi anni; siamo promotori di rassegne e iniziative
con al centro questo meraviglioso stile di racconto cinematografico.
Rinnovare, quindi, la partnership con una manifestazione come IDS
rappresenta il naturale prosieguo di questo percorso virtuoso. Siamo alla
costante ricerca di autori che possano raccontare i volti nascosti della nostra
terra, della nostra cultura. Autori che possano in qualche maniera ispirarsi
ad una delle più grandi documentariste al mondo: la nostra amata Cecilia
Mangini.
Our history shows how fond we are of the cinema of reality. We hold a
little big festival dedicated exclusively to it; we have supported or even
produced some of the most awarded Italian documentaries of recent years;
we promote film exhibitions and initiatives centered on this wonderful style
of cinematic storytelling. Therefore, renewing the partnership with an event
like IDS represents the natural continuation of this virtuous dynamic. We are
constantly looking for authors who can tell the hidden stories of our land, of
our culture. Authors who could somehow be inspired by one of the greatest
documentarians in the world: our beloved Cecilia Mangini.
Simonetta Dellomonaco, President - Apulia Film Commission

Negli ultimi anni abbiamo cercato di investire sempre di più sugli autori
e sulla fase di sviluppo, soprattutto quando si parla di documentario. Un
esempio è il nostro fondo destinato allo sviluppo dei progetti, l’Apulia
Development Film Fund, che, nell’ultima edizione, ha finanziato lo sviluppo
di 7 documentari. O ancora, il Social Film Fund Con Il Sud, con il quale siamo
produttori diretti di storie che raccontano le coraggiosissime realtà che si
occupano del Terzo Settore nel Sud Italia. Continuare a collaborare con IDS è
per noi, quindi, strategico: IDS è una straordinaria occasione industriale, ma
anche un incredibile laboratorio di idee. Un momento di incontro, ma anche
di ispirazione creativa. Esattamente quello che vogliamo: investire su storie
che possano raccontare al meglio la nostra meravigliosa terra.
In the past years we have tried to invest more and more in authors and
in the development phase of their projects, especially when it comes
to documentaries. One example is our project development fund, the
Apulia Development Film Fund, which in the last edition financed the
development of 7 documentaries. Or again, the Social Film Fund Con il
Sud, thanks to which we became producers of stories about those very
brave realities dealing with the Third Sector in Southern Italy. Our choice
to continue collaborating with IDS is therefore strategic for us: IDS is an
extraordinary industrial opportunity, but also an incredible laboratory
of ideas. A moment of encounter, but also of creative inspiration. And
that is exactly what we want: investing in stories that best illustrate our
wonderful land.
Antonio Parente, Director - Apulia Film Commission
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PROGRAMME
THURSDAY, MARCH 4TH
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03:00 - 04:45 pm
PITCHING FORUM

___
10:30 - 11:30 am
OPENING **
11:30 am - 12:00 pm
TALKS AND SHARE
What about Italian-Danish
documentary co-productions?
03:00 - 04:45 pm
PITCHING FORUM
04:45 - 05:15 pm
OPEN ROOM
05:30 - 06:30 pm
ONE-TO-ONE *
06:30 - 07:00 pm
CHIT-CHAT & TOAST
___

04:45 - 05:15 pm
OPEN ROOM
05:30 - 06:30 pm
ONE-TO-ONE *
06:30 - 07:00 pm
CHIT-CHAT & TOAST
___

SATURDAY, MARCH 6TH
___
Ore 10:30 - 11:00 am
Apulia Audiovisual System
(The event will be in Italian)
11:00 am - 12:30 pm
TALKS AND SHARE
Focus Med: eyes wide open to the
opportunities

FRIDAY, MARCH 5TH
___
10:30 am - 12:00 pm
TALKS AND SHARE **
La produzione audiovisiva in
Europa e l’anomalia italiana: le
azioni necessarie per competere
alla pari.
Audiovisual production in Europe
and the Italian anomaly: the
necessary course of actions for fair
competition.

*

12:30 - 12:45
CLOSING EVENT

**

12:45 - 01:15 pm
CHIT-CHAT & TOAST
03:00 - 04:00 pm
ONE-TO-ONE *

Attività riservata ai 12 progetti selezionati al Pitching Forum
Reserved to the 12 projects selected for the Pitching Forum

** Attività in lingua italiana con traduzione simultanea in inglese
Italian language with English simultaneous translation
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TALKS
AND
SHARE
Produced and moderated by
Stefania Casini - Bizef Produzione
Agnese Fontana - Le Talee
Articolato quest’anno in tre differenti webinar,
presenta focus e approfondimenti rivolti ai
professionisti del documentario, per continuare
ad essere la risposta concreta al bisogno di
innovazione e apertura verso nuovi territori.
This year divided into three different webinars, it
presents analysis and insights for documentary
professionals, to keep providing concrete answers to
the need for innovation and openness to new territories.

TALKS AND SHARE

What about Italian Danish
documentary co-productions?
Speaker
Tereza Simikova - CPH:DOX
Moderator
Agnese Fontana
In collaborazione con CPH:DOX, festival e mercato
di documentario tra i più affermati in Europa,
faremo il punto sulla partecipazione italiana,
cercando di comprenderne i punti di forza e
di eventuale criticità, per capire insieme come
implementare la co-produzione tra i due Paesi.
In collaboration with CPH: DOX, one of the most
established documentary festivals and markets in
Europe, we will evaluate the Italian participation in the
market, focusing on its strengths and critical issues, to
better understand together how to improve the coproduction dynamics between the two. countries.
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TALKS AND SHARE
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Audiovisual production in Europe and the
Italian anomaly: the necessary course of
actions for fair competition.
Speakers
Claudia Pampinella, Doc/it -President
Alexandra Lebret, Managing Director European Producers Club
Stefano Luppi, Direttore Affari Istituzionali RAI
Stefano Selli, Direttore Relazioni Istituzionali Italia Mediaset
Francesco Canini (Public Affairs Senior Consultant Discovery)
Marco Valentini, Head of Public Policy & European Affairs Sky
Stefano Ciullo, Director Public Policy Italy Netflix
Gianluca Curti, Presidente CNA Cinema e Audiovisivo
Moderators
Stefania Casini, Direttrice IDS Industry
Agnese Fontana, Direttrice IDS Industry
I cambiamenti determinati dall’emergenza pandemica stimolano dibattiti
attorno a temi urgenti nel settore dell’audiovisivo internazionale dove
l’Italia continua a rappresentare un’anomalia per molteplici ragioni
normative e culturali. La posta in gioco è significativa per il futuro delle
produzioni originali e per la valorizzazione della produzione indipendente
italiana. I temi fondanti rimangono il rispetto degli obblighi delle quote
di investimento e di programmazione e la definizione di ‘Produttore
indipendente’ come garante dell’eccezione culturale. La sfida è quella di
ripensare un mercato unico europeo che consenta una crescita armoniosa
di tutte le sue parti, in cui l’audiovisivo italiano possa competere con gli
omologhi europei e accreditarsi in Europa in modo forte e continuativo.
The changes brought about by the pandemic emergency stimulate
debates around urgent issues in the international audiovisual industry,
where Italy continues to represent an anomaly for multiple regulatory
and cultural reasons. The stakes are significant, for the future of original
productions and for the enhancement of independent Italian production.
The themes of respecting the obligations of the investment and
programming quotas and the definition of ‘independent producer’ as
guarantor of the cultural exception remain vital. The challenge is to rethink
the European market as a single market that allows the harmonious
growth of all its parts, in which the Italian audiovisual industry can
compete with its European counterparts and gain accreditation in Europe
in a strong and continuous way.

TALKS AND SHARE
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Focus Med: eyes wide open
to the opportunities
Speakers:
Didier Boujard - Meditalents
Francesca Duca - Producer
Sergi Doladé - MediMed
Antonello Faretta - Producer
Eva Fontanals - Producer
Ginella Vocca - MedFilm Festival
Moderator:
Stefania Casini
Esplora non solo le realtà di coproduzione che si aprono coi paesi del
Mediterraneo, ma anche nuove strategie di finanziamento, occasioni di
interessanti laboratori internazionali dedicati al Mare Nostrum e case history
di chi ha percorso questa via.
The panel explores not only the co-production opportunities that are
opening up with the Mediterranean countries, but also new financing
strategies, and the opportunities for interesting international workshops
dedicated to the Mare Nostrum Operation and to the study of the case
histories of those who have traveled this route.

PITCHING
FORUM
La sezione Pitching Forum, consolidata vetrina aperta sui
migliori talenti produttivi e creativi italiani, è rivolta a una
platea internazionale, selezionata e attenta alla proposta
italiana. A seguire i pitch si svolgeranno incontri One To One,
predefiniti dallo Staff di IDS, in cui produttori e autori avranno
modo di confrontarsi con i propri pari in ambito internazionale
e con Decision Makers e Commissioning Editors nazionali ed
internazionali. Incontri il cui obiettivo è costruire l’opportunità
per i progetti più avanzati di trovare la propria collocazione e, per
quelli ancora in fase di sviluppo, di conoscere partner entusiasti
disposti a lavorare insieme. I progetti presentati, di grande
qualità hanno messo a dura prova il Board degli instancabili
selezionatori, Manuela Bono, Markus Nikel e Catherine Olsen che
qui ringraziamo. Sono stati selezionati 10 progetti, in differenti
fasi di realizzazione e con un’ampia varietà di tematiche, a cui
si aggiungono il progetto vincitore del Premio Solinas – IDS
Industry e il progetto vincitore di “Early Money Is Like Yeast” di
IDS Industry - Apulia Film Commission.

The Pitching Forum section, a consolidated event that showcases
the best Italian productive and creative talents, is aimed at a
selected international audience attentive to the Italian audiovisual
industry. Following the pitches, the One To One meetings will take
place as pre-scheduled by the IDS Staff: producers and authors will
have the opportunity to meet their international colleagues as well
as national and international decision makers and commissioning
editors. The goal of these meetings is to build the opportunity for
the most advanced projects to find their place, and for those still
in the development phase to meet enthusiastic partners willing to
work together. The high quality of the projects submitted made it
a difficult choice for the Board of tireless selectors, Manuela Bono,
Markus Nikel and Catherine Olsen, whom we’d like to thank here.
They selected 10 projects, at different stages of development and
with a wide variety of themes, in addition to the winning project of
the Solinas Award - IDS Industry and the winning project of “Early
Money Is Like Yeast”, created by IDS Industry and the Apulia Film
Commission Foundation.
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CHIT CHAT
& TOAST
Per non perdere i preziosi momenti di leggerezza in cui ci si
incontrava davanti a un bicchiere e si scambiavano chiacchiere
e opinioni, abbiamo voluto mantenere l’idea di un aperitivo,
anche se solo on line. Per approfondire la conoscenza dopo i
pitch, incontrare vecchi e nuovi amici, aprirsi a nuovi contatti
professionali. Il luogo naturale in cui fare la mossa giusta,
alimentando un proficuo networking internazionale tra
produttori indipendenti.
In order not to forget the lightness of those precious moments
when we sat down, a glass in hand, and exchanged views and
gossip, we kept the idea of an aperitif, even if only online. A
chance to get to know more about the participants after the
pitch, meet old and new friends, and new professional contacts.
The natural place to Do the Right Move by doing some fruitful
international networking with independent producers.

APULIA
AUDIOVISUAL
SYSTEM
Una finestra per presentare le opportunità messe in campo
dalla Regione Puglia nel settore del documentario.
A showcase to present the opportunities created by the Puglia
Region for the documentary industry.

PITCHING
FORUM
PROJECT
CATALOGUE

THE
CROWN
SHYNESS
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Valentina Bertani
PRODUCTION Pietro Puccioni - Diaviva Srl (Italy)
DIRECTOR

Benji and Josh are two identical twins of Jewish origin with a delayed cognitivebehavior, which makes them different. They live with their parents, in Cusago
(Milan). Their final exam in high school takes place in a particular way: the two play
a song together. That is when they realize the sheltered world of schooling is over.
Their birthday party does not go as expected. Many of the guests are there forced
by their parents, and they leave shortly after arriving. Those who stay play the bottle
game. It comes Benji’s turn, who has to kiss Michela, a girl who wears hearing aids.
Josh is jealous. Benji and Michela go to the bedroom, but they end up not kissing.
Benji leaves for the scout camp. Josh has already completed his experience at
Hashomer Hatzair, the Jewish scout group, and stays at home with his parents. At
the camp, Benji meets Michela again, who shows him a natural phenomenon known
as the “crown shyness”. She explains that the growing branches of some trees are
able to suddenly stop growing closer to one another in order to avoid shadowing
each other. At night, while Benji’s friends talk about their future, Benji seems to feel
unable to imagine his own. Meanwhile, Josh is more and more alone, at home. He
decides to spend the night in his sleeping bag on the balcony. Back from the scout
camp, Benji boasts of having sex with Michela, which of course irritates Josh. It is
New Year’s Eve, Josh confesses his decision: he wants to go to Israel and enroll in
a program called Special in Uniform, an association that aims to integrate kids with
special needs within the army. Benji says that he wants to join the program too, but
once there he gets homesick quickly and decides to go back. Entering the adult
world coincides with the separation of the twins for the first time.
PROJECT STATUS Production
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 224.873,95
pietropuccioni@diaviva.it

www.diaviva.it

THE
DOORKEEPER

Alessandro Stevanon
PRODUCTION Daniele Segre - Redibis Film (Italy)
DIRECTOR

Eternal City, Holy Land, Promised Land… Jerusalem has so many names, one for
each of its sons. If everyone thinks Jerusalem is their mother, then they must be
brothers to each other. Wajeeh Nuseibeh, the timeless doorkeeper of the Holy
Sepulchre Church, knows best how to be a brother. He is the last of his name, son of
a Muslim family that inherited a historical duty from the Caliph. Every day for 1300
years he has been opening and closing the portal of the Christians’ holiest place
in the world, Jesus’ Sepulchre. That site is not “holy” to Wajeeh, but the fraternity
feeling he grew up with makes that place a symbol of mutual respect. Because he
knows the subject very well, he leads us inside stories of fraternity between people
that have so many differences. Wajeeh introduces us to Harout (an Armenian
ceramist), Hamutal (a female Israeli activist), and Wa’el (an art teacher who lives
in Bethlehem, but whose family belongs to Jerusalem). Harout’s family has been
living in Jerusalem since his grandfather survived the Armenian genocide in 1914. His
roots are not that deep, but they are strong: Jerusalem is his home now. Hamutal’s
family used to live in that Land before it was called Israel. The Shoah did not affect
her family directly but gave her father the “survivor guilt”. Today she remembers
the victims, and never stands with any oppressor. That is her Jerusalem, the home
she’s building for her children. Wa’el’s family escaped in 1948 from Jerusalem. They
are Palestinians and they cannot move freely. Today the WestBank is Wa’el’s home.
But how can you call home the only place you are allowed to live in? Those are the
stories that The Doorkeeper is going to tell us: the tales of a memory keeper, an
Eternal City, and its sons.
PROJECT STATUS Development
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 219.500
segre@redibisfilm.it

www.redibisfilm.it
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DON’T
GIVE UP!
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(NON MOLLARE!)

Emiliano Barbucci
PRODUCTION Serena Gramizzi - BO Film (Italy), SMK Factory (Italy)
DIRECTOR

September 8th, 2023. Gaetano Salvemini comes back home to Molfetta, for
his 150th birthday. It’s the intellectual’s return from a long exile, as a sort of
“Salveminian Ulysses” carrying on his anti-fascist struggle at home and abroad. It
is an opportunity to retrace the life and thoughts of a socialist, federalist, southern
intellectual. And, above all, an anti-fascist. Gaetano Salvemini’s legacy is a treasure
yet to be discovered. Don’t give up! is a documentary that takes place over the
whole day of September 8th, 2023. This one day becomes the temporal space
in which Gaetano retraces his political and personal life. Between flashbacks and
encounters, walks and thoughts, Salvemini rediscovers the ideas of yesterday that
are still relevant today. When he comes across a poster in the street, he rediscovers
an old slogan; leafing through an old book, he realizes how incredibly topical those
words are. Through a surreal and imaginary dialogue with an intellectual of our time
and an actor’s reconstructions, he looks back at some of the most intense moments
of his life: the arrest, the exile, his studies and political activism.
Non mollare! (Don’t give up!) stages a cross-section of history that traverses the
darkest moments and most vivid insights about an intellectual who was too soon
forgotten. And this must be why, on September 8th 2023, no one recognizes him
any more. Until, at the end of an intense day of solitude, resigned to a present that
ignores the past, Gaetano takes his weary bones to the port of Molfetta, to breathe
the sea air of his childhood one last time. There, a meeting with a young anti-fascist
woman rekindles hope. The anti-fascist heritage has not been lost. Not yet.
PROJECT STATUS Research
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 172.500
serenagramizzi@bofilm.it

www.bofilm.it

FROM COLD WAR
TO GREEN WAR
(DALLA GUERRA FREDDA
ALLA GUERRA VERDE)

Anna Recalde Miranda
PRODUCTION Ilaria Malagutti - Mammut Film (Italy),
		
Lardux Films (France), Tell Me Films (France)
DIRECTOR

Since 2002 approximately 2000 environmentalists have been murdered around
the world, 70% of them in Latin America, an eldorado for natural resources. What
connections can be made between these deaths and Latin America’s political
past? The film seeks the roots of this violence by questioning Operation Condor,
the world’s largest “repressive corporation” against thousands of “subversives”
in the 1970s. Is green the new red? The film begins with Maria Riveros’ murder
and the collaboration between Martin Almada, a Paraguayan lawyer and human
rights defender and Pierre Abramovici, a French journalist, in order to elucidate
this matter. This investigation is structured in parallel with the discovery, made in
1992 by Martin and Pierre, of the Archives of Terror. The articulation of these two
narrative lines reveals the links between the Condor heritage and the land ownership
issues. Paraguay and Brazil will be our starting point. Miguel Angel Perito, former
Paraguayan Prime Minister, will tell us how the parliamentary coup in Paraguay
that overthrew Fernando Lugo’s government in 2012 was linked to the interests of
economic groups connected to the agribusiness and mining sectors. He will also
point out the rise of Bolsonaro after a parliamentary coup, very similar to the one
Lugo’s government experienced, exhibiting the power of the ultra-conservative
extraction lobbies in the region. As in a spy film, the decryption of documents,
sometimes unreleased, is central. The director’s voice-over sews these elements
together, a reference to reporter Kapuściński’s creative non fiction style. The film
will not provide definitive answers, but it will expose facts and create bridges that
connect them, from a new and captivating angle.
PROJECT STATUS Development
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 364.289
malagutti@mammutfilm.it

www.mammutfilm.it
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HAIR
(CAPELLONI)

Pierpaolo De Mejo
PRODUCTION Giada Mazzoleni - 341 Production (Italy)
DIRECTOR

Eccentric, a bit crazy, unreliable. Those who knew my father kept repeating this
about him. Bipolar, to be precise, I found this out only after he passed away. His
name was Carlo De Mejo, he was an actor, son of the great movie star Alida Valli. I
wondered what to do with that pile of newspapers and documents that report his
career. I was about to dump it all away, when I found his diary from the 1970, when
he was 25 years old, that tells the adventure that would have marked his life forever.
With the diary as my guide, aboard his rusty green Volkswagen Kombi van, I set out
on a journey to find the travelling companions of that amazing experience: the tour
of the first Italian edition of the musical Hair, of which my dad was the lead actor.
Hair, the Broadway musical manifesto of the Hippie counterculture, of the young
people against the System, who reject war and violence in favour of free love and
peace among all the people. In Italy the show was sold out everywhere, shocked
the audiences with the first full nude ever seen on our stages, and started a fight
against censorship and police raids. Those former long-haired hippies who wanted
to change the world by putting flowers in guns, they will be the ones to tell me who
my father really was, to reveal to me their and his dreams.
The in-depth research of documents, photos and videos of that period runs in
parallel with the direct confrontation with my father, which will lead me to put
myself into his shoes, literally, in the name of the passion that we mostly had in
common: acting.
PROJECT STATUS Early development
TOTAL BUDGET
TEASER
CONTACTS

€ 225.500
vimeo.com/504791004
produzione@341production.com www.341production.com
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ITALIANO
VERO

Davide Giorni, Alessandro Giordani
PRODUCTION Giorgio Beltrame - Mescalito Film Srl (Italy)
DIRECTOR

On June 20, 1984, the Soviet TV broadcasts part of the Sanremo festival: pop music
by authors such as Ricchi e Poveri, Pupo and Adriano Celentano enters the Russian
imagination. However, Toto Cutugno, with the song L’italiano, is the one who breaks
into the hearts of the Soviets and the citizens of the former USSR countries. Millions
of Russians start following Sanremo, each year more awaited than the hockey
championship. Discos and pubs play L’italiano, the radios play the song on repeat,
and in 1985 Toto Cutugno’s performance airs three times in just six months. Today
everyone, elderly people and children from the territories of ex-USSR up to Mongolia
know that song by Toto Cutugno. What’s the cause of this popularity? What are the
roots of this phenomenon? How is it possible that a singer not followed by young
people in Italy is still one of the most well-known personalities in the former USSR
countries? These are the questions that this documentary wants to answer, with a
touch of irony and levity, telling a story that began in the ‘80s and continues to the
present day, analyzing the relation between Italy and the former Soviet Union. 2023
will be the 40th anniversary of the song’s release. This is a documentary set mainly
in the territories of the former USSR that alternates interviews to the protagonists of
the time and archive materials with reenacted scenes.
PROJECT STATUS Research / Development
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 282.820
davide.giorni@gmail.com
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LIBERATION
DIARIES

Matteo Parisini
PRODUCTION Lorenzo Cioffi - Ladoc (Italy)
DIRECTOR

The diaries kept during the days of the Liberation by three ordinary women become
a unique and “live” testimony of those extraordinary moments. Their words convey
an empathetic, original and surprising description of these events, as they are
beyond rhetoric. The daily tales by Madeleine, Magda and Käte almost seem to
intertwine, even if they are miles away from each other.The diary becomes for them
a paper anchor to cling to. The three women write to survive, and live to continue
to tell, thus performing an act of private resistance. These words are found today
by ordinary people and through their voices they take on new life: in a student
residence in Paris, on the Berlin subway, on a tram in Milan, in a bourgeois from
the countryside, in the booth of a parking valet… therefore emphasizing the main
link between those words and our daily experience as free European citizens. A
feeling of freedom and resistance to go back to in these times of deep crisis in the
European Union. The visual cornerstone of the documentary will, therefore, be built
with these images of the present, with the repertoire of that time, and the activities
that will tell “in first-person” the view of the three authors of the diaries. The stories
witnessed by the diaries make, therefore, impossible to describe life today, creating
a short circuit that reminds us of a simple and ineluctable truth: we live free today
thanks to a pact made between men and women over 75 years ago.
PROJECT STATUS Development
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 180.000
lorenzo@ladoc.it

www.ladoc.it
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UN MORCEAU
DE PAPA

Patrick Zachmann
PRODUCTION Davide Mastropaolo - Audioimage S.n.c. (Italy), Les Film D’Ici (France)
DIRECTOR

In 1982, while shooting a photographic reportage in Naples, Patrick Zachman
becomes friend with Andrea Mormile, a policeman from the freshly created special
anti-camorra unit, who will be assassinated a little after Zachmann’s return to
Paris. Thirty-five years later, Mormile’s grandson, a photographer himself, gets on
the tracks of Zachmann’s work thanks to the images documenting the life of the
grandfather he never met. Because of that, Zachmann decides to come back to
Naples in a time of crisis for him, concerning the meaning of photography itself.
That reportage had kicked off the long and prestigious career of a then young
Parisian photoreporter. How to reinvent oneself? How to find the right distance?
How to document a world already overflowing with images? How to come up with
new forms to talk about it? During the meetings with Andrea Mormile’s family,
to his own amazement Zachmann realises that, by showing them printed photos
portraying a man who once was a husband, a father and a grandfather, he is giving
back to Mormile’s loved ones the images missing from their history, so they can use
them to fill the gaps in their memory. That is, he’s giving them back “a piece of dad”
[“Un morceau de papa”, in French], the piece that was missing. Such a realisation
reawakens and rekindles Zachmann’s love for photography that he thought he had
lost forever.
PROJECT STATUS Development
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 115.657
info@auioimage.eu

www.audioimage.eu
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PAPER
REVOLUTION

Lauren Anders Brown
PRODUCTION Emiliano Galigani, Federica Moretti - 9 MUSE Srl Impresa Sociale (Italy)
DIRECTOR

Paper has always been a means to share and pass down culture, stories, finance,
money: mankind has been using this material since it’s invention, in China, in the
first century AC. Paper has been responsible for the transmission of almost all
knowledge, as well as for the value of all our transactions. Evolution would never
have been possible without paper. But now, in this technologically addicted
environment, paper seems to be no longer our main repository of culture,
knowledge and economic stability. Their dematerialization relegated paper to a less
important and relevant position. But is it really just that? Or is there something more
going on? Is there a subterranean movement, a quest to rethink what can be done
with paper and cardboard in the context of architecture, art, design, technology,
environment, social issues? Is this quest able to change the way we think the
world we live in? We’ve foreseen and want to narrate the birth of a movement of
creatives, that are focusing on technology, social issues, and sustainability. Paper is
their media, and they often face distrust because they use a recycled material that
is considered not everlasting, old fashioned, poor and weak. This series is about
environment and social issues, economy and technology, culture and humans. It’s
about thinking out of the box. But most of all it’s about paper, about its and our
future. Paper Revolution is primarily about the people who choose to use paper as a
means of innovation, and not just as paper. It is crucial to show the global audience
why the world’s most renewable resource is needed in innovation and to inspire
others to use paper in a different approach to the climate crisis.
PROJECT STATUS Development / Pre-production
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 605.100
produzione@metro-polis.it
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A STEADY
JOB

25

(IL POSTO)

Mattia Colombo, Gianluca Matarrese
PRODUCTION Giovanni Donfrancesco - Altara Films (Italy), Bocalupo Films (France)
DIRECTOR

When a wave encounters the sand of the shoreline, it would seem it has arrived.
Instead, it retreats and once again comes back, and once more it slides away, in a
perpetual motion that seems to go on forever. In that same way, that movement
brings dozens of applicants, men and women from the South, who aspire for a
position as a nurse, crashing against the impassable cliffs of the North, where the
competition organized by the public hospitals takes place. The buses organized
for them leave at night, enter the cities along the way - just long enough to add
travelers to the group. They stop in those no-man’s-lands, the gas stations. And
then, they leave again towards the outskirts of Udine, Parma, Milan, Turin, Genoa...
These cities open their gates to hordes of people longing for just enough time
to finish the test. There are thousands of candidates, in each trip, for a handful of
positions. The horde, just like a wave, as soon as it arrives, it has to go back. Each
month, many times a month, the buses leave exactly as they came, it becomes a
vicious cycle, a cage, in contrast to the idea of travel as a liberating act. On board,
the faces are different but the reason behind their expressions is the same, from the
adrenaline of the first-timers to the tiredness of those coming from other recent
journeys. Adopting the perpetual movement of the aspiring workers as a narrative
device, Il Posto is a dry film that follows the night buses and their passengers
nonstop, turning them into the extreme symbol of what today’s market demands:
mobility of labor or, better yet, mobility for work.
PROJECT STATUS Pre-Production / Production
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 200.715
altarafilms@altarafilms.com

www.altarafilms.com

TOUCHÉ

Martina Moor
PRODUCTION Filippo Macelloni - NANOF (Italy), Playtime (Belgium), Hirya Lab (France)
DIRECTOR

The journey of Italo-Brazilian fencing champion Nathalie Moellhausen’s, filmed
intimately over 10 years. At 9, Nathalie decides that she will win the Olympics, and
from that moment on she builds her way towards success. She shares her dream
with her father Filippo, an eccentric, rich and charismatic man. Her first and most
obsessive supporter, Filippo hires the legendary coach Daniel Levavasseur. Through
gruelling training sessions and electro-stimulation, she moulds her extraordinary
body, and rushes around the globe attending competitions, following gurus,
participating in propitiatory rituals. Before London 2012, Daniel signs a contract
with the Chinese team and they win the Gold Medal. Nathalie plays as a substitute
in the Italian team and she loses. Feeling lost and abandoned by her coach and
by her country, Nathalie takes advantage of her Brazilian origins and changes her
nationality, thus increasing her chances to qualify for Rio 2016. She seems at ease in
her new country, she marries Natalio, a TV star chef, and she constructs her public
persona, determined to succeed on the fencing piste and in the world. Yet, when she
fails again at the Olympics, she is discouraged. Suddenly and shockingly, her father
dies. Bewildered, Nathalie begins a virtual and intimate dialogue with him, seeking
his help even in death. In 2019, at 34, she finally wins a gold medal and becomes
a World Champion against all the odds. Nathalie is now ready for the Olympics
in Tokyo 2020 but Covid-19 gets in the way. Nathalie is in Paris and despite the
lockdown she keeps training every day. She is confronted by her husband Natalio
who wants children and is tired of waiting. In her intense sessions with her
psychotherapist, she wonders why, even now that she is the world champion, she is
consumed by the anxiety to win.
PROJECT STATUS Production
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 220.000
filmac@nanof.it

www.nanof.it
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WE
NOMADS

27

Paolo Nepi
PRODUCTION Gabriella Manfre - Invisibile Film Srl (Italy)
DIRECTOR

Paolo is 35 years old and he works as a filmmaker in Milan. His precarious life has been
a series of new enjoyable beginnings without ties. Due to the pandemic he loses his
job and is forced to go back to live at his parents’ house. Inspired by a family legend
about a pirate ancestor, and worried about how to plan his future, he looks to the
past for answers. A DNA test reveals he belongs to the Tuareg tribe, so he begins an
inner journey looking for similarities and differences between his ancestral past and
his current nomadic life. Haidara is a widower. He lives in Niger’s plateaus with his 3
children (Ahmed, Sidi and Tchima). The family’s survival depends on a herd of goats.
The desertification forces more and more nomads to start a sedentary life in the cities
and the Tuareg community is at risk of disappearing forever. The family is one of the
few that remained faithful to the ancient traditions of its people, but the rainy season is
late in coming and the herd may not survive.
We nomads is an intimate look at two sides of the same coin, nomadism. In a frenetic
world, running faster and faster, made for digital nomads, what is left behind?
PROJECT STATUS Development
TOTAL BUDGET
CONTACTS

€ 258.000
gabriella@invisibilefilm.com

www.invisibilefilm.it

GUEST
CATALOGUE

Krishan Arora
SBS Television
Commissioning Editor
Australia

Valentina Bertani
Director
Italy

Massimo Arvat
Zenit Arti Audiovisive
Producer
Italy

Carlotta Berti
R4Real
Author, Director
Italy

Cesare Barbieri
Circolo Linea d’Ombra
Director
Italy

Valérianne Boué
les Films d’Ici
Producer
France

Antonella Barbieri
Italy

Franco Bocca Gelsi
Gargarin srl
Producer
Italy

Roberto Bastanza
RAI
Rai Cultura Buyer
Italy

Adriana Bruno
Noeltan
Producer, Distributor
Italy

Sarah Bellinazzi
Creative Europe Desk
Italy MEDIA
Project Assistant
Italy

Sabine Bubeck-Paaz
ZDF/ARTE
Commissioning Editor
Germany

Rudy Buttigol
British Columbia
Knowledge Network
President & CEO
Canada

Domenico Centrone
Nuvolari
Author, Director
Italy

Anton Calleja
Strada Reali
Producer & film
consultant
Malta

Alfredo Chiarappa
KinoBrigante
Director/Producer
Italy

Rosa Canosa
Author, Director
Italy

Maud Corino
Zalab
Distributor
Italy

Gianpiero Capecchi
docmedia srls
producer-CEO
Italy

Alessandro Costantini
Cinema Live
CEO
Italy

Leonardo Carrano
Noeltan
Author
Italy

Massimo D’Alessandro
Author, Director,
Producer
Italy

Enrica Capra
Graffiti DOC
Producer
Italy

Ivan D’Ambrosio
Dinamo Film srl
Producer
Italy

Simone D’Amelio Bonelli
A+E Networks
Content & Creative
Director
Italy

Michele Di Vito
Author
Italy

Giunluca De Angelis
Tekla Films
Producer
Italy

Pierluca Ditano
Author, Director
Italy

Silvia De Felice
Rai
Commissioning Editor
Italy

Sergi Doladé
Medimed Doc Market
Executive director
Spain

Davide Dellacasa
Brad&k Productions SRL
CEO
Italy

Martina Droandi
Autlook Filmsales GmbH
Sales Agent
Austria

Francesco Emanuele
Delvecchio
Director
Italy

Giovanni Donfrancesco
Altara Films
Producer
Italy

Rosario Di Girolamo
Le Talee
Author, Producer
Italy

Francesca Duca
Le Moindre Geste
Producer, Panelist
Morocco

Wendy Ettinger
Chicken & Egg Pictures
Co-Founder
USA

Edoardo Fracchia
Stefilm srl
Producer
Italy

Antonello Faretta
Noeltan Films
Director, producer,
distributor
Italy

Patrizia Fregonese
Kalabrone Film
Author, Director,
Producer
Italy

Michelangelo Ferrara
R4Real
Author, Producer
Italy

Jesus Garces Lambert
Appetitofilm
Author, Director
Italy

Laurent Filliung
ARTE G.E.I.E.
Commissioning Editor
France

Orazio Garofalo
Author, Director,
Producer
Italy

Agnese Fontana
Le Talee Srl
Author, Producer
Italy

Giulio Gobbetti
Director
Italy

Pasquale Formicola
VeridisQuo Productions
Italy

Paolo Gonella
Author, Director
Italy

Antonello Faretta
Noeltan Films
Director,Producer
Italy

Cecilia Guagnano
Circolo Linea d’Ombra
Producer
Italy

Eva Fontanals
Arpa Film
Producer
Spain

Maelle Guenegues
CAT&Docs
Sales Agent
France

Nicolay Gonzalo Ferrari
Cabeza de Indo
Producer
Argentina

Cinzia Masotina
Lo Scrittoio
Author, Distributor
Italy

Serena Gramizzi
BO Film
Producer
Italy

Albana Kozeli
Freelance
Author, Director
Albania

Sergio Grillo
FOG Produzioni
Author
Italy

Sonia Ladidà
CPH:DOC
Director, Festival
Coordinator
Italy

Heidi Groanuer
Zelig School for
Documentary, Television
and New Media
Italy

Giuseppe Lacicerchia
Craco Ricerche srl
Producer
Italy

Francesco Lattarulo
Mediterraneo
Cinematografica SRL
Partner, Producer
Italy

Simone Maestroni
Rizoma film
Author, Director
Italy

Vittoria Leardini
9 Muse
Producer
Italy

Ilaria Malagutti
Mammut Film
producer
Italy

Tina Leeb
Fastforward
Producer-CEO
Germany

Fabio Mancini
Rai Radiotelevisione
italiana
Commissioning editor
Italy

Chiara Liberti
Final Cut For Real
Festival consultant
assistant
Denmark

Marino Pinangelo
Festival
Italy

Erkko Lyytinen
Yle
Commissioning Editor
Finland

Davide Mastropaolo
Audioimage
Author, Producer
Italy

Filippo Macelloni
NANOF
Producer
Italy

Gudula Meinzolt
Visions du Réel
Industry Consultant
Switzerland

Nicola Mennuni
Nical Films
Producer
Italy

Valentina Noya
Associazione Museo
Nazionale del Cinema
Author, Director,
Producer

Giovanni Meola
Virus Teatrali / Virus Film
Author, Director,
Producer
Italy

Claudia Pampinella
Talpa Produzioni
Author, Producer

Aurora Mischi
Primi Piani
Producer
Italy

Pergolizzi Vincenzo
Gàlata Produzioni
Culturali
Producer, Director
Italy

Joseph Nenci
Trasmetto.it
Director, Producer
Italy

Raffaele Petrini
IPECINE
Producer, Distributor,
Festival
Italy

Laura Nicotra
Rai Cinema
Commissioning Editor
Italy

Antonio Pezzuto
Selezionatore,
Filmmaker
Italy

Markus Nikel
Advisor RAI,
Independent consultant
Author, Producer,
Commissioning editor
Italy

Matteo Pianezzi
Diero srl
Producer
Italy

Lorenzo Pirovano
Freelance journalist,
documentarist
Italy

Lucila Riggio
ShortsFit Distribucion
Sales Agent
Italy

Isabella Pisani
LCP-Assemblée
nationale
Commissioning Editor
France

Alessandro Rocca
Icaro Group
Author
Italy

Polo Ackermann Elodie
Imagissime
Producer
France

Matteo Roiz
Lawyer

Federika Ponnetti
Zoom Srls
Author, Director
Italy

Claudia Sacco
Audioimage
Producer
Italy

Christian Popp
Yuzu Productions
Producer
France

Silvia Sandrone
Creative Europe Desk
Italy
Projet Officer
Italy

Marika Ramunno
Director
Italy

Marta Sappa
Author
Italy

Lucio Scarpa
Kublai Film
Producer
Italy

Giancarlo Spinelli
Blomb Pictures
Director, producer
Italy

Maurizio Sciarra
Author, Director
Italy

Jan Stöckel
Director

Daniele Segre
Redibis Film
Producer
Italy

Emilio Tamburini
Author, Director
Italy

Anna Seviroli
Author, Screenwriter
Italy

Valeria Testagrossa
Director
Italy

Tereza Simikova
CPH:DOX
Head of CPH:Forum
Czech Republic

Esther Van Messel
First Hand Films
Producer, Director,
Sales Agent
Switzerland

Federica Spina
Diaviva Srl
Producer
Italy

Ginella Vocca
MEDFILM FESTIVAL
Presidente
Italy

Catherine Olsen
Passionate 4 Docs
Producer, Other
Canada

Irene Von Dorigotti
Mangrovia
Author, Director
Italy

Maco Waldis
Director, Producer
Italy

Stephanie Wang
Chicken& EGG Pictures
Institution

James Webber
Dogwoof
Distributor, Sales Agent
UK

DOC/IT
ASSOCIAZIONE
DOCUMENTARISTI
ITALIANI
Doc/it - Associazione Documentaristi Italiani è riconosciuta in Italia e
all’estero come l’ente di rappresentanza ufficiale dei produttori e degli
autori del documentario italiano. Attualmente sono iscritti a Doc/it circa 120
soggetti, tra imprese, autori e professionisti direttamente coinvolti nell’attività
associativa e in costante relazione con un bacino di 3000 operatori del
settore audiovisivo e della comunicazione, delle Istituzioni, delle Università e
degli Istituti scolastici.				
L’obiettivo di Doc/it è promuovere il Documentario, sostenerne lo sviluppo
e operare per la sua più ampia diffusione.
Doc/it realizza ogni anno Italian Doc Screenings, il primo e più importante
mercato internazionale dedicato al documentario italiano, giunto alla sua
XIII edizione e da cui nascono IDS Academy, evento di training e networking
per lo sviluppo di progetti di documentario e IDS Academy Series, primo
appuntamento in Italia con un focus specifico sulla serialità documentaria.
Doc/it organizza delegazioni di imprese e autori di documentari in Italia e
all’estero presso mercati e festival internazionali.
Doc/it cura la piattaforma online Italiandoc, dedicata al cinema
documentario italiano, con oltre 7000 iscritti e una digital library di oltre 1700
titoli ad accesso riservato.
Doc/it si occupa di formazione, attraverso il progetto “Racconta la realtà”:
laboratorio nazionale di cinema documentario, realizzato con il sostegno
del MIUR - Ministero dell’Istruzione e in partnership con CNA - Cinema e
Audiovisivo.
Doc/it costruisce contatti, network tra produttori, autori e canali televisivi
di tutto il mondo per la co-produzione di opere audiovisive di carattere
documentario.
Doc/it rappresenta le istanze del documentario italiano presso enti e
Istituzioni nazionali e transnazionali.
Doc/it è partner dei principali archivi nazionali e internazionali di
documentario.
Doc/it produce una newsletter che raggiunge oltre 4.000 contatti con le
principali notizie del settore.
Dal 2019 Doc/it è affiliata a CNA Cinema e Audiovisivo, attraverso
un’alleanza strategica che ha lo scopo di condividere competenze e
perseguire obiettivi comuni.
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Doc/it - Italian Documentary Association s recognized, in Italy and
abroad, as the official representative organization for Italian documentary
producers and authors. Currently, about 120 professionals are enrolled in
Doc/it, including companies, authors and professionals, who are directly
involved in the association’s activities and in frequent contact with more than
3,000 operators in the audiovisual and communication industry, as well as
institutions, universities and schools.
Doc/it’s goal is to promote documentary, support the development of the
industry and create a wider distribution network.
Doc/it organizes, every year, Italian Doc Screenings, the first and most important
international market dedicated to Italian documentaries, now at its 13th edition.
Inspired by it, we also created IDS Academy, a training and networking event for the
development of documentary projects and IDS Academy Series, the first event in
Italy with a specific focus on documentary series.
Doc/it organizes joint delegations of Italian and international companies and
documentary authors to international markets and festivals.
Doc/it curates the online platform Italiandoc, dedicated to the Italian
documentary cinema, with over 7000 members and a digital library of over
1700 titles with restricted access.
Doc/it focuses on professional training, through the project ‘Tell the reality’, the
national laboratory of documentary cinema created with the support of MIUR Ministry of Education and in partnership with CNA - Cinema e Audiovisivo.
Doc/it builds contacts and creates networking occasions between
producers, authors and television channels from all over the world to
support the co-production of audiovisual documentary works.
Doc/it presents the requests of the Italian documentary industry to national
and transnational bodies and institutions.
Doc/it is a partner of the main national and international documentary archives.
Doc/it produces a newsletter that reaches over 4,000 contacts with the
main industry news.
Since 2019 Doc/it has been affiliated with CNA Cinema e Audiovisivo, a
strategic alliance that aims to share skills and pursue common goals.

Doc/it - Associazione Documentaristi Italiani
Via Riva di Reno 72
40122 – Bologna
segreteria@documentaristi.it
www.documentaristi.it

BOARD DOC/IT
Claudia Pampinella, Adele Dell’Erario, Pinangelo Marino,
Ivan D’Ambrosio, Gianluca De Angelis, Massimo My, Lucia Pornaro
italiandocscreenings.net
facebook.com/ItalianDocScreenings
twitter.com/ItDocScreenings
instagram.com/itdocscreenings

